Grötzsch's condenser is a well-known extremal condenser in the complex plane and the corresponding configuration in space has certain applications e.g. for the theory of quasiconformal mappings.
v,(r)=A,Log# (o= r<1) which is equal to the conformal capacity of the enlarged condenser (8",8"((0,... ...,0,rf2),r12)). }{erc coo-, is the area of the unit sphere in Rn Rn, where the oscillation lemma of Gehring yields the desired result. See [3] and [6] .
A difficult question has been how to achieve natural upper bounds for v"(r) as r*1-0. An estimate was given ]n 1974 by G. Andersson Andersson's method is based on the fact that in plane the infimum (1.1) is obtained for a well-known function E@), described by the aid of Jacobi's elliptic sine function. Then one may say E@) is rotated to give a function in space, admissible for the infimum in (1.1). The objective of our note is to achieve (1.4) more adequately. We are guided by an explicit expression for the n-harmonic measure of a diagonal in a ball; c.f. [4] Let g denote the angle between the positiva x,-axis and x€H", i.e., for x*0. Thefunction cos0-x'llxl' 0<a=r,lz
x'J e is the key to (2.I). Our explanation is that V isinfactthe so-called n-harmonic measure of X: {(0, ...,0, x,)lx">O} taken with respect to t}re domain ä\X, and hence Z 
